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1. This meeting of experts was organized by tnesco to review what is
'mown about the development of young children from birth td -six years of
age, and the implications of this knowledge for the educational process.
It was convened at the LaVis Faculty Center, University of Illinois,
ChampaignAirbana, U.S.A. from 4 to 9 March 1974. /The meeting was the
first of three planned for 1974 for the purpobe of discussing the
problems related to the strucIures of prerschool/ primary and secondary
6ducation, as a contribution to the common (world-wide?) effort towards
the renovation of eystems of education.

/
2. The participants in this meeting were distinguished individuals .

representing a broad range of interests and expertise in child development
and educational administration (See AnneC I for list of participanto and
observers.) :

.-, . -- y : 4

* I x :/

;
3. Five position papere were prepared'

,.

for the meeting for use as back-
ground material for the discussions:

Dr A. Babs Fafunwa prepared a paper on the development of African.
children and implications,for educational programmes in developing
countries;

Di,H15eoffrey P. Ivimey presented a paper on the ways children acquire
lingUistic skills;

Professor Halbert E. Robinson wrote about the psychological develop-
ment of children in developed countries and implications for the
design of educational programmes;

Dr Tames Varga prepared a paper on how children learn to think
abstractly, with,particular attention to the development of
methematical

I

Professor A. V. Zapbrozhets of t e Academy of Pedagogical Sciences in
Moscow (who was unable to atten the meeting) prepared a paper on
"The Role of the State and the Family in the Education and Develop-
ment of Children of Pre-school Age".

4. The Introductory discussion (Agenda Item.3) opened with the
presentation of the Secretariat '!Torkitg Document Ell-74/COUF/623/3. The
purpose of the meeting was outlined and a general. plan of work was
proposed. The Secretariat identified the principal issues raised by
the five papers prepared especially for this consultation. Areas of
agreement and of controversy in the field of child development were
identified, and some suggestions were offered about possible outcomes of
the meeting. . The Secretariat emphasized that the debates should be
balanced between a discussion of what is known about the psychological
Development of young children, from birth to age six, and the implication
of that knowledge for the educational p:?ocess.

5.. Under, Agenda Item 4, the papers of Robineon, Fafunt7e. and Zaporozhets
were presented by the authors ((except for the latter who was unfortunately
unable to take part in the. meeting). The provided baetground
information on the 'state of research and knowledge about the psychological
development Of yodng children in three.cultural settings, the U.S.A.,
Nigeria and the Soviet Union. The discUseion of 4hete papers provided
the experts with an opportunity to debate many current issues in child
development. The diocuesiOnO were wide-ranging and, are summarized
briefly below:
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/
6. r.eme participants i /ho wore trained as psychologists, expressed

doubts as to whether psychologists were qualified to give advice on the,

irqications of current/ knowledge about early Child, development for the
organization of the edUcational process. They asked in what clays ,

psycholegi.sts can be *nil to educators. Can they, help to improve the
educational process whiile respecting the cultural traditions -of developing
countries? Although/these C.otibts were not resolved,\ many participant
thought that., psycholo lets could be, helpflx1 in suggesting educational'
strategies to achiev goals established by the community in question.
And they could'' help valuate educational progi-ammos and undertake
research focussed the learners.

,

7. Several. partic Hants stressed that the potential contribution of
psychologist:: (90t7 of whom work in ..,rope and North Mori is rather
restricted. ?eye ologists should focus on reseach wh, h clarifies the
'ays children com to grips with thetr cultures. Th should iden'tit,
the best was of caching goals which should be sele ted by the assisted
population. In this connection, one. partiCipant expressed'' his concern
that psychological research results should be sh- ed more, widely,
particularly with school administrators, t,eache s and. parenta. Many
sPeatzers emphasized evr relative lack. of.-know dge. about child develop-
merit in, different cultural settings /They, elt a need for mare cross-
cultural research, in spite of, the serious onceptual and methodological
problems involved. There was a plan for; he coordination of on.going
research through. clearing houses for the/exchange of information, For .

instance, regional cooperative research. centres might be established in
Africa, Asia and Latin America which s ecialize in child development,

9. There was a rich discussion- on ,-,the importance of the family,

. ,

especially in developing countries. Several participants noted that
Government support to families mini t be iraproved by coordinating the.
.activitie of all agencies conce/ ed with health, education and welfare.
It was s gloated that child-par, t centres should be created at the lecal
level ere all family suppO

7 /rti, services could be provided at one place.

/
9. 4he plight of the young/child and his family in some developing
c tries was ,drametically/ escribed by ein observer from UNICEF. The
de per-te problem of sur,v/ al can be unders ood when we learn that

million children less/ han five years old die each year, and that

.,.
/20 to,45 percent of /all -/children in developing countries suffer from

,-..:.

malnutritioni '',11.1e .1 responsibility of rearing the child falls on the
other since the fat ,r. Jo often absent, or plays no active role in
aring hi s' childrc The mother is so overwhelmed with work that she .

4nnot previde for/all of her child's needs. The observer cancludds1 that .

th '-nsowlede,e en si.cills requited-for effective parenting.

of r only hgre of' e'ssistine., chirren in such hopeless conditions is by
"e. must lighten her work-load and help her to accruire

.,

.4 .

hel pi ng the mayt

0 0 0 0
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.3.

1Q. Most participants agreed that decisionmaking about education in a
community should be widely shared. Policy decisions about education are
polatical questions; and shpuld not be made by educational specialists alone.

11. Many developing countries have. been influenced in creating systems of
education, by the values and assumptions which underlie European and North
Amoripan education. Several experts warned of the tenstions and conflicts
which are created wl,osn loCal cultural values and traditions are not taken
into account. Great care mutt be exercised to ensure that the community in
question is not threatened by educational changes and that a supportive
constituency is developed as a part

a
of any reform strategy.

\

12. One speaker drew attention to the importance of providing appropriate
physical' and human environments to promote the cognitive development of
young children. He argued for more space for children's play, more
opportunities for informal learning, and More interaction with appropriate
adults. In this connexion, he said that being a.good parent not only
requires enormous dedication, but also that most parents need help in the
task.1 Ho suggested that programmes were needed in most Communities for
teaching or guiding paref;e to care for their children.

SOe participants questioned the assumption that children should
become increasingly responsible for directing their oun education. They
argued that many developing countries 'which are striving to change aspects
of traditional culture, want teachers and administrators to 'be more
directive, more structured in order to create technological societies.
Most experts agree that there is bound to be tension. in times of rapid
societal change, and that new.and Old communities and practices must.
coexist. Schools may have to counteract some aspects of traditional
family life; they may need to challenge the traditional authority' --
structure of the community. For example, some participants asked if the
elders of the community were the proper arbiters of moral value and the
guardians of wisdom ? To what extent should these traditions be retained
and reinforced by an improved system ofeducation ? Many participants
concluded that educatord and psychologists are not the proper decision
makers in such issues.

14. The participants seemed to agree that she things must be taught;
and others'can be learned' through casual, unstructured experience.
Children need opportunities to freely explore and experience environment
as.a necessary preparation for subsequent formal study. They need,concrete
experience as a foundation for learning abstract concepts. Thus,
unstructured, informal learning 'should be combined with formal methods,
although the particular mixture of these modes. depends on the local
setting and the special needs of the learners.

15. NO consensus was achieved on the use of vernacular languages (the
maternal language) as the primary vehicle of instruction. This complex
issue does rot seem to have been fully Clarified by research. In multi
lingual societies, it is often impossibfe to provide schooling in all
the dialects and backgrouilds used by the students, and unwritten languages
pose special problems. Some experts feared that use orire7t7gacular
languages as the languages of instruction at school might lead to the
oUltural isolation and immobility of the learner. On the other hand,
others stressed the negative effocts of plunging A young child into a formal'
school situatiln in which he could not understand the language of instruotion.\

0 0 .5



16. Concerning the problem of transition from the informal patterns of

learning at home te.the.formararrangements of primary school, the

Cipants felt that pqychologists could identify ways in.which these
C .

transitions.violate the principle of continuous psycheeocial development.

Moreover. :here was general.agreement that psychologists Cculd.probably

suggest practical ways to facilitate the 'transition from home to sehool..

Bit some participants asked whether there exist empirical studies which

show, that theartieulation problem.would be solved by helping parent's to

better-Ob. This Jac .,recognised as a.vali4 reasonable question, .

but was not anawerod.

17. Some particio,ants. noted that the existence of standards in formal

schools (ekpected levels of achievement) are not consistent with the'

concept that all children are different, that they develop at different

rates, and that the school should adapt.to the child's individual

differences. These standards are often arbitrary and hive profound

consequences for the way in which we arrange learning experiences. It is

one. thing to believe that all children. should acquirecertain.cognitive

and social skills, but.it is'another4roposition to set a rigid, time

schedule, or calendar for their,acquisition. These speakers feared that

scheduled learning was'intensitive to the capacities and readinets of:the

individual.child.

18.. One expet went on ,to stress that schooling should be based upon'

positive reinforcement. The difference between success and failure in

school is largely arbitrary, and it is accepted that success builds
confidence and motivation for further learning. .A school system whioh' it

designed to fail a certain number of siudentel which requires that a year's

work-be. repeated, is a system which frustrates the child and lowers' his.

selfimage. It encourages children to abandon school. The expert argued

that no anoint of change in the.presohool experience of 'the child would

solve.this formal school problem. We must, he argued,. make the school

experiencemere,satisfying and lest frustrating. The school must be

adapted to serve the children; children should not be changed to fit the

sehool.'
. .

19.. Professor Fafunwa's paper calls for "a school'system for the developing

countries which will allow children to learn at their. own pace, regardless

of age, sex or area of specialization". He sees this 'as a direct implication

of existiftg research on the psychology of the young child. Individualized

instruction and nongraded schools (no arbitrary standards of aohievement)

are needed.to meet the ,child's most fundamental needs. All participants

agreed that education is a eontinuoto process, like child development,

and that dislocation, or discontinuities, should be avoided. The experts

agreed that parents need help to assUro tho continuous learning of their

own children.

29. There was general agreement that the psychomotor development of the

child determines to a large extent the manner in which he adapts to his

environment. Since this development varies widely in. children, there is no

simple prescription or set of expectations which teachers and school

administrators can use, even within the same community or cultural groups.
Children of different ages, in different societies, require widely different

educational provisions. There are apparently no convenient guidelines to

help the educator in his complex task of designing appropriate experiences

for the individual learner.

0 0 0 0
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21. The group was concerned abouttheways in which different societies
transMit moral values and basic-assUmpons to their children, Even
when there is broad agreement withinjt society or community, about values-
and assumptions, the experts noted that there are many ways in which,the
transmission process. takes place. Since this problem is of undamental
imp,rtance, the experts agreed that further study of a cross cultural
nature would be helpful.

22. The experts discussed the question of whether-pre-school education
should be organized for younger children in developing countries. 'Acme
experts suggested that the primary and secondary provisions were incomplete
in most of these countries and thatpfe-school education was not as
important as assuring primary schooling for all, children. When the
policy decision to provide pro-school education is made, psychologists
and educators should advise governments by 'suggesting methods and
structuree which arc theoretically. sound. Moreover, they can help in
designing evaluative prOcedures, and.offer advice about priorities as they
see them.

23. The experts asked if there was any evidence that psychological '.

knowledge about the child and the learning, process can be applied in the
classroom. There was a suggestion in raising the issue, that much

"'psychological research is theoretical rather than practical and has not
been applied. Most participants rejected this view. It, was pointed out
that many psychologists are also educators and deeply concerned with the
practical impact of their work. The problem. of improving the teaching;
learning situation is critical and broad. A great deal of our
psychological knowledge is applicable. Moreover, it was argued, if
psychologists cannot help in this area, who is better qualified to do so?

&. .21.ren, if our present knowledge is limited, partial understanding of
/ psyc ogical development and learning is batir than .none. Examples

,,,recent developments based on psychological research include pro-

/

grammed learning, modern (new) mathematics curricula, and new science
curricula and methods of teaching. Recent studies of linguistics have

i been well utilized in the education of deaf children in the Netherlands.
/ Compensatory education programmes in the United Stat'es and United Kingdom

/ ehilve been based upon research on young children (the instructional T.V.
I

programme, Sesame Street). However, the experts agreed that none of
`these thnovations have been fully evaluated to date.

24. The question of accelerating the process of child development,
particularly cognitive development was thoroughly discussed. The exper
asked if acceleration was possible and if it was desirable. There was ,

some doubt about the meaning of acceleration. Research seems to indicate
children in some societies are learning more at an earlier age than their
parents or their grandparents. However, other experts described
acceleration as intervention designed to.speed up the acquisition of
certain knowledge and skills over what would have boon acquired without
intervention. The concensus seemed to be that acceleration was possible,
but much less important from the societal point of view than the
prevention of retardation. Some experts pointed out that while
acceleration is difficult to demonstrate scientifically, retardation or
falling behind the norms for a society, is all too easy to identify.

( 0 0 0 7
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25., The participants called for evidence that experiential, deficits in

'early childhood lead to irreversible damage in the learning prooesses of

children. The consensus was that the deficits exPerienced by most
children in the early years, excluding extreme Oases' of deprivation, can

probably be treated and improved, at least theoretically. But

unfortunately, the conditions of deprivation usually continue, such as

poverty; malnutrition, siohnossr.and lack of interaction withparents or

other adults. The resoirces neededato treat deprived children and to

deal with complex, accummtilated, learning deficits simply do not exist

in most communities. Therefore, the experts tended to agree that, in

practice, 'the damage suffered by very young children tends to be

irrevereibfc.

26. The participants agreed that the first three background papers by

Robinson, Faftuawa and Zaporozhets indicated that changes in the
educational process should be ilannedas a part of a broader approach \to

improve child health and.nutrition; that child development is
continuous- that parents are critically important to the early °ducat on

of the child. that programmes to promote better child development shou,ld
te-e full account of local customs and culture, and use locally
available materials, etc.; that parentR need to be, guided and assisted

in raising their children.

27. Discussion of Agenda Item 5 centred on the Presentation of a paper
by Professor Tams Varga 'on the development of mathematical concepts in

young children, and a paper on the child's acquisition of linguistic \
skills by Geoffrey Ivimey. The, central quesp.on in both cases was what.'

implications can be drawn from our present knowledge of psychological
development in these two special areas, for the arrangement of sub.

sequent learning. experiences.
)

2% Professor Varga noted that the growing importance of ,mathematical /
thinking was closely linked to the development of the computer and
computer based technology. He expected that the computer and ita wide-
spread use will promote crony changes in our view of mathematics.
especially since the quality and versatility of computers was rapidly
increasing while their cost was diminishing, he anticipated,- that even
developing countries would soon benefit from this new technology.'

29. Professor Varga agreed that
criticisms of the Now Hath3matic
departures have been sound or su
critics seem to view mathematics
traditional maths at one end of
They seemed to indicate tha le

direction and that a compromise b

struck. On the other hand, Dr V
suggests an even more radical dep
And contemporary mathematical thi
reforms of the mathematical curri

there are some doubts d valid
pr:ogra es; and that iot all the new

cessful. He stresseOhat some
as a one -- 'dimensional c.entinuum with

he spectrum and New MAhs at the other.
-y have moved too far in the Neir I4aths

tween 11.014 and traditional should be

rga said that contemporary psychology
rture from tradition& practice.
zing supports the need for fundamental
la.

0 0 ( 09
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30. The model curriculum which is emerging could bo described are
"mathematic° as a whole". Instead of studying a aeries of carefully

ordered topics beads on a string fovseveral years, each topic is
now seen as an aspect or facet\of mathematics, which is present in a
child's thinking at a very earl age. This vie-, Varga explained,
implies that all important mathematical concepts. can and should be
learned starting in early childhood. This corresponds to,existing
theories that children learn probabilistic thinking, scpatial thinking,
eaquential-fUnctional processes, 1\ogical processes, concept of numberi-
etc. starting\from experiences in early choldhood.

*

31.. The participants discudsed the\role of learning materials or
apparatus used in the teaching of maths and science. Although no-one

advocated a return to "chalk and talk' methods of teaching, it was clear
that those materials have no .value in\themselves, but only as are
wisely used. Tho act of exploring ad a method of developing scientific
attitudes was seen as a major goal in the study of mathematics. \ The
feedbacl: to the child from his own interaction with concrete things is
more important for his learning than eedback from the teacher in maths
and science learning.

32. 'Mere was some controversy about the poT tential usefulness (a a
relatively untrained teacher in' the classroom. norms in England
sixteen or seventeen yeare'of schooling is considered by some critics
as ifia.equate preparation for teaching, in'cortain developing countries
many teachers have no morn than four years of education when titcy enter
the classroom as a teacher. Some participants suggested thatlraising
the level bf teacher training chould have the highest priority, while
others felt that the teacher's attitude towards ch'ldren may be more
important than the length of hie formal training.

33. Broad agreement was reached that the educational process' should be
in harmony with the spentaneaue.development of the child. Mathematical

learning should .bo based on the pattern of learnirig established by the
child in the pro-school pars, in his play, in spontaneous organization
of materials, in games, etc. Schools should seek to maximize tho
child's contacts with reality, and provide him with a rich set of
experiences which endourage ,him to explore, to question, to organize.

'This implies that the child's environment, especially in the pro-school
years, is of primary importance for his development.

34. In presenting his papor on the development of linguistic skills in
very young children, Dr Ivimoy, expanded on his written text. He

presented a medal for learning a language that could be applied to other
forms of gro,:th and development. He postUlated 4number of cognitive
functions existing in the child from birth. The child applies these

functional universals to sots of experiential data, each of which is
maTAled by unique features and by other features which recur in similar

ermriences.

00009
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35. By a process of.induCtion , the child comes to abstract these
regularitiee of experience and-to ntegrate them into a set of rules or
,schemata, a ropriate to the expe iences involved. These schemata then
,beoome part f the cognitive, fun tions thc.t the child uses in further
interactions with sets of exper ence-data. The oft-repeated statement
that development is a continuu may well reflect the regular nature of
experience; when 4 child has ormed some rule.on the basis of this
experienceothe experiences t emselves do not normally change suddenly.

# They continue' very much; as ore; the child merely approaohes them from
a different standpoint.

36. Within the vague formu ation, IVimey.said it was possible to notice
the application of what appears to be a common strategy:

1. There is an init. al period of observation and rote The

naive learner do s not yet know what is releiant and what may be
safe) ignored. P Any or every aspect of any experience might be
criti al. At.a later.stage, developing, schematajenable the child
to fo us on si ificant features of his experiende; learning
becom s more rf,pid and more finely focussed.

4

Oft th basis f more frequent (or possibly more salient ) features.
the ild abstracts a partial ru(le.

He uses his artial rule to guide his own behaviour and to under.-
stand the be saviour of others.

The child
These ante
increasing)
Piaget's e

actually adds refinement and discrimination to his rules.
alized rules approximate more and more closely to the
closer external data, a process very similar to
ilibration.

37 Some signs indicate that the period of observation and rote learning
may be comparativelk lengthy and that the child needs to reach a threshold.
Before he can do thlis, he cannot be said to have formed a rule. ('ice the

threshold is passed however, the rule can be applied to a.wide range of
data.

38. ( The sets of eicperience involved in the process are not merely linguistic,
but may inclu,de problem-solving, skill-learning, value-learning, social
learning, and so on. This point has two important i'.nplications.

1. In a natural setting, 'the child constructs many sets-of rules in,
parallel: problem-solving situations involve value judgments and
are usually accompanied by'language. It may be this that underlies
Robinson's probably correct statement that "emotional and social.
development are not necessarily inhibited through efforts to
enhance cognitive development". The distinction between intellect
and orexis, or cognitive learning and creativity is probably false
and may have done a dis6rrvice to many children. 1.

2. The assootativp links be weer various sets of schemata constructed
in parallel may introduc many interferehoe effects hitherto.
unrecognized in laborato studies, which seek to avoid.suah
unwanted"oontamiriations It. mew *be this that makes many laboratory-.
based findings seem unrea to teachers and other laymen. The

"experiment has been so ar ificial that it does notleem to refer
,to real children at all. \

\

00'010
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39. Several sets of evidence werecdisaussed that seem to supports the ?

Ivimey model. Thase were mainly linguistic and arose from the problems
of handicapped children,but other forms 8f rule construction were not
excluded. Much previous work in concept formation, would appear to be inter-4
pretable in terms of the Ivimey model. Of particular interest was-the
suggestion that, faaed with a totally new set of experiencee, adults and
children .often appear to use similar strategias and to pass through similar
stages in the construction of their schemata.

40. ,Dr. Ivimey made the following suggestions which might be used by
teachers in developing countries:

1. The model loans .heavily on two concepts: (a) the need for
experience preceding and accompanying learning, and (b) the
need to encourage the learner to be active. -Ewen when a school'
system encourages a generally passive approach, learners may,
in fact, be active, but active .n wroneways. Teachers present

\material in\the hopes that children may learn diffe=rent. things
qrom the same lesson; their proCesses of activerole.construction
playplay have been divergent, or ;they may have based their inductions

irrelevant features oflthe learning situation.

2. achers should conceive f their role in a new way. Sinoe, in
act, their ability to teach is usually rather, limited, 'they may
lore profitabV concentrate on trying to create an onviron-;

\'143

ht which is rich in experiential opportunities and marked by some
irid oforder or structure. These two characteristics may some
imes conflict with each other.

iqbachers today should gi4e more attention to creating motivation and
maintaining morale. In addition, they must pay increased.attention
to techniques for eliciAng required behaviour from their pupils.

i c

To assess he skills, knowledge and attitudes, ttc. of their pUpils
only on e basis of performance may give false results.' There is
eviden that some children may have.rich and wellstructured
com = encies which are not reflected in actual performance, since
t s is often influenced by.what pupils and teachers expect and by
what teachers reinforce or try to extinguish.

4. The actual technique of teaching may be less important than has
generally en taught. Some children acquire a rich education
under formal, conditions, while others fail. Equally, some children
fall under the.more modern conditionswith all available techno'. ,

logical support, while others succeed. Once more, we see the
principle in\operation; no matter what the teacher does, it is the
learner who r, st learn. It may be that successful teachers are
marked more b sensitivity and enthusiasm than by high levels of
knowledge (although these are desirable). If this should be true,
then there is 'a good possibility that, with special guidance,
parentsi and teachers of limited personal education, may fulfil
very useful funptions in developing countries.

800011
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Conclusions

41. In the light of the foregoing discussioldSo.the experts agreed that

the following aspects of existing' 1:nowledge of the psychological develop-

'
ment of young children were of primary importance:

1. The appropriAte goal of the educational process is the

overall development of the childvcognitivelemotional,
social and physical. Theie aspects are closely related.

However, emphasis.\on cognitive development does.not,

retard or adversely affect-development in other areas. -. -

Indeed, effective teaching in the cognitive domain enhances

the child's social, emotional and physical growth.

2. The period from birth to Age six is characterize by the

rapid physical and psychological devslopent of he child.'

'Ail° this growth is continuous from birth to ad lthood,

the period of early childhood is especially., impo tart in

.establishing his b sic pattern of development: Ospecially

during .the first ,three years of life, the central Nervous

system develops/rapidly and is dDpendent upon the biological,

psychological and cultural environment. By controlling or

managing this environment, the child's psychological develop-

ment can be influenced. To thit end, interdisciplinary

'studies of the many aspects of\devtilopment, psychological,
physiological, sociological, meaical and educational can
contribute to the optirial development °f all children.

Children should be actively involved in the learning

process. They are atisiduous explorers and exploiters of
the physical and social worlds in which they grow up,

constantly seeking new challenges and new solutions to

the problems they encounter. The family, the communiW
and the educational system ail share the responsibility

for providing a broad exposuc to a variety of experiences
and problems of li e. Childibn need to be challenged and

fruided toward effec ive solutions to the problems th6Y-

encounter. Meaningful interaction with adults, whether
parents, friends or teachers, is a necessary part of the
child's early experience and helps him to integrate new
experiences with past 17nowledge.

4. 7dince the development of children proceeds in a unitary or
tholistic manner, it is imperative that, those services which
sock to foster the development of children be integrated.
Service agencies in the separate but interrelated areas of
health, education, arad welfare must be coordinated. To

achieve this integration, coordination of services affecting
Ulu child at the national, regional and local love's should
be promoted through seminars, joint planning and joint
evaluation of the effects of these services:
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The family has an essential responsibility for guiding
the development'of'young children.' Tho,term "family" has
many meanings, including single parent, Single-child
familibs, extended families, kibbutzim, etc; A more
apprrvriate term might be. "household", defined as a con-
stellation of people living together as%a unit. :The
boundaries between family respensibilitz6and state
responsibility vary froM country to .country. These . A,

boundaries should be identified and made explicit in each
national setting in terms of the moral, social and political'
objectives of each society. ,The. participants affirmed that
the actions of the state should. seek to support the family rather
than to take over its fanctions. For example, the
family provides the ehild with a variety of models of human
behaviour. Children first learn td resolve conflicts by"
observing tL3ir parents.as they settle their differences.
By merely observing theseadOlts closest to him, the child
acquires a system of values and a. style of lifo.

6. on the other hand, the participants recognized that
institutions offering Child care. are neceisary, And their
importance is growing. The paiticipants stretSed,\that
institutions providing child carA services she* Provide
for all aspects of the child's doVelopmOnSA4cluding the
educational. Many pre.schdol'inktitutions focus only on
;the safety and health'IOf the Ihil4And they should also,
provide for .the ether aspects of thO child's develoigilt,
such as the cOgnitiye, Psycho-motbrlinguistic, Social
and emotional;

\-
.

It-is important that' all adaescentth- and young adults of
all

;
.

sodietietcehbuldAunderstand the basic facts.Of child
development, and acquire the skills *ied for effective
chiold rearing. ' Educ4tors around/the 4rld should focus
attention on the transmission of this kriowledge and
practical skill.

Scientists in the field of human develdpment agree that
child development is a continuous process. It proceeds
through ordered and sequential stages in physical,.
intellectual and emotional areas of growth. Childhobd is

, ..seen as the time' when development in these areas can be i e

influenced more readily by social interventions, but
A,\

children aro not infidately malleable: 'the stages of
--development, a6 they concern cognitive growth, are influenced

lei

`in
terns if tho content matter the child is able to

master,than in terms of the modes he vdlizes in the
learning process. If learning situations are rich and
stimulating, n.... mattor whether id or out of formal schools,
children will ifia-th it own methods of solving problems
and build thei own. base ewledge. Teaching learning
situations sh ld /becibe flexible, uously allowing children

bt
anii

to eiporience act ve and concretely t ucational problems
confronting'them. Communication among childr d adults,
including teachers, should be strongly encouraged. -----------,.
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Closely related, to this point 'is the concept of individu

i ing the learning prooess. Each child proceeds throuel

t e stages of development in hisro way, at his own rate

When a sohoo.l system provides educe ion to children who aro

grouped by some arbitrary criterion like age, or seX, or

IQ, a high incidence of failure to earn usually.ocoura

(For many national systeMs, half or more of the ohildron

who enter-school fail at-least one year in the Prat six.)

Oreat-liamage may well be inflected by suoh'proccdures to tho

,child'a self- concept or self - imago. An individualize

/approach to learning seeks to guarantee continuous auc ess

for every student.' Positive_reinforcoment,is a more

effective motivation than fear of failure.

While recognizing the importance of self-direOted learning

}in the childls'overall intellectual development educators

should also recognize that structured learning 'experiences

are also needed. Research has shown'that watructurdd

curriculuM can le effective'in achieving oortain educational

'objectives. Structured curricula must not9te artibrarily

'imposed by teachers but must emerge from a. deep understanding

of how children learn and develop. Probably no particular

structures programme is appropriate for all children.'

10. The promotion, of hearth solfreoncepts in children is an

important, goal for all educational progr 8. To this end,

acceptance of the child, an appropriate balance between

success and failure,'and opportunities, to idetiiify with "good"

adults are among the most important ways to,promite a child's

positive selfri

11. Provisions for a smdeth-iiansition between the different

phases of a chit ',13 experience seems to be important for his

continuous development. In this respect, more attention

should 'be given to the Moment when theschild loaves the

inforMal learning environment of the home, and enters a formal

school., The abrupt change experienced by many children'

violates the principle bl-tontinuous development, and often

leads to a state of shock or paralysis in the child.

Educational programmes should be adapted to the 3.ndividual

needs d differances of the learners. Imposition of

arbitra standards of performance and behaviour, far different

from t e child's previous experience, does not help the child

attai desirable educational goals.

12. Educational systems must provide for mentally and physically

handicapped children. This refers not only to children with

specific defects (e.g. the blind, deaf, emotionally disturb)d

----eta) but also to those children who 'are the victims of the

mul%iple debilitating effects of poverty and misfortune.

4 This latter category constitutes tho majority of all children
:in some areas. They come from families which are economically

disadvantaged, Socially disorganized, or somatically deficient

in some specific manner. Thoy may suffer from biological /

pathogenic factors which, to a greater or lesser_degree, cause

general damage to the central nervous system, etc. luny of

4vOis those children suffer from several su.lh handicaps which inter..

fere with their healthy' development. Early diagnosis and,

wherever possible, remedial treatment of the disorders, tend

to be less expensive to the commUnity than welfare provisions

long after remodiation is possible.
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.13.

It is recommended that countries 000rdinato the services provided
under their health, welfare and educationalagencies. This should
be done not only at tho national level but it should also be
implemented at the lowostpolitical unit where poasible. At the
]7ocal level, it is hoped that this coordination will take the form of
child-parent service centres. These contras would provide, at
whatever lever of assistanca possible,, support to-the family and child
during the pre-natal, post-natal and childhood Years in the areas of
health, welfare and education.

bII. It is recommended that linesca foster the. eatablishment.of ohild
research centres tn member nations which will be retpansible.for7
reseirch and development, collection disacmination of information :4
in the area of child development.

Particular emphasiamill be placed
on issues which pertain more or lose directly-tc.ths-edmantional
procese.. :It'is -farther recommended that some of these centres shall
baaffiliatedwith-and.have as their prim© concern the study of
teacher.trainingi

r..

III. It is recOmmended that the child research contrea4referrod te above\
be encouraged to or gage in cross cultural-rtiaearOhl, The case for
international research,eoll-gbOration is easily. Stated. Most
problems st4died-by'research are common to most countries, though not,
necessarily equally relevant, tnd the findings should be Valid far
beyond the borders of any particular country FUrthermOre
especially in the social sciences whoie controlled laboratory 4
conditions aro more difficult to stage, the world at large constitute411

a labpritory of social phenomena, offering a far wider factor set and
more varying conditions than any national situation. Only against
An intOrnatibnallbackgroUnd con the dependence of rehradhlIndingst
upon special national Conditions be identified, and the validity of
results be put to test.
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APPENDIX 3

AGMIDA

1. Opening of the Meeting t

2. Election of Chairman, Vice-Chairman 'and Rapporteur

3. Introductory discussiaa.
I.

.1(

State of. research and knowledge of\the psychological development
of the child (0-3 and 4-6) and its implications for the
educational process

5. Specific problems of early child development

Y.'

is

_

a) acquisition and development Oflingdistic skills 4
.

!b) de-VelopTent of abstract concepts including mathematical
,

concepts' '!',,'
J +A 41

0) iospectivo influence of home and Community environments
and of pre-school education on the psychological development
of. the child

6. Summing up the implications of research and knowledge on early
Child development for the educational process

7. Adoption of, report

8. Closure .of meeting

0 0 0 1

1

4
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APPODIX C

MESSAGE

from

Mr Rod) 41aheu

United Nations Educational, Soientifio
and Cultural Organization

BEST COPY AVAIIABLE

to the

Meeting of Experts on the Early Psychological Development of the
Child and Its Implications for the Educational Process.

Undrsity of Illinois, Champaign-Urban44-9 March 1974

The meeting of experts on the, early psychologi al development of
the child and its implications for the educational process is the first
ono of a series of throe meetings being organized by UNESCO in 1974 in

..:order.te:throw somelight on a major problem now faced by Most countries,
deVelOing as well as developed: the need for A.ro-structuring of
educationmsteps-. It appears with increasing clarity that education1

. in order to discharge its responsibilities in the world, of today, atilt.

Y
:o. aeon as a life-long process which aims at developing' harmoniously the

'1:1101e.ipersonality of the human being through a 'wide range of learning
exporiencetvout of school as well avfat school; and that education ,

#ystems. have to be reorganized. accordingly.

4/ Sincls educational research has emphasized the formative importance
of the first years of the child' t has boon felt necessary to review
the evidence available on the early psychological development of the
child in order to ascertain its implications for the Subtequent phases
of the educational process. A meeting 1pringing together eminent
psychologists from various parts of the, world, as well as educators and
senior officials with major responsibilities in the field of education
has seemed the nest eff ctive way of doing this.

.\

It 13 particularly appropriate .that this meeting should be hold in
the United States ef Ame-ica, a country which has played such an active
and important role in thó procesaof educational researoh, and there
could certainly be no oxo suitable setting for it than the scholarly and
quiet atmosphere of the campus of the Univertity of Illinois at
Chahpaign-Urbana. I wish to express my gratitude to the United States
National ComMistion for UNESCO for its generous contribution to the
organization of this meeting, as well as to all' those at the university,
and elsewhere who have lent their efforts in its preparation, and,' send
you my best wishes for the succeseif your deliberations. 4
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